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Fall in Love: Interior Trends for
Autumn 2019
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Yes, we know. It’s summer, so why talk about Autumn? Well, the weather might get colder,
but interior design is hotting up this year. We’ve got the lowdown on what trends you can
expect to see. Get ready for autumn with these fabulous decorating ideas.

Scandinavian Style
The Nordic theme is a long-time favourite for interior designers, and it’s not going anywhere.
This year, you can expect to see the minimalistic decor and furniture, teamed with texture
and subtle patterning.
Pair up your simple designs with sheepskin rugs and pillows. Your furniture should be
Ashwood, or wicker depending on your personal preferences. Think simple and understated
with neutral shades of white and cream and you’re on the right track.

Retro Returns
If subtlety isn’t your thing, then embrace the return of retro decor. We’re talking bold
patterns, quirky furniture and the perfect excuse to blow your paycheck! Interior designers
are pairing 70s decor with 50s style furniture and it looks fantastic.
Picture mustard yellows, greens, and orange shades, combined to make quirky wall designs
and you’ll understand why it’s important you get retro fusion right. Here are some excellent
examples of the quirky looks you can achieve.
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Most people would think if you’re having quirky wallpaper, it’s best to keep the furniture
neutral, right? Retro fusion is all about statements, and the best thing about this style is you
can be as bold as you want.
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Rustic Retreat
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If you love the outdoors, then you can enjoy nature from the comfort of your own home.
Autumn might bring cold weather, but a rustic retreat design will keep your mind healthy and
your body warm. Decorate with rustic furniture and combine shades of berry, damson, and
plum. Knitted throws and cushions will be huge this season, so stock up while you can.
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The rustic look is all about combining old-fashioned decor with practicality. The Autumn and
winter seasons cause strong winds, and many homeowners pay out for roof repairs. Use a
residential roofing company to improve your home and enjoy a range of designs.

Seasoned Traveller

If you’re lucky enough to travel regularly, then you’ve probably picked up some wonderful
items from exotic countries. Instead of hiding them away, display them! Not only does it
create a great ambiance, but you’ll also have the most unique living room anyone’s ever
seen.
For wall colours, try cinnamon shades and pair with ceramics, mosaic rugs and anything
else you’ve got in your memory box. If you’re mixing up your interior, don’t forget to include
your personal style with these great tips.

The Glamorous Life
When we think about glamorous interior decor, it’s common to picture Barbie pink shades
and tacky chandeliers. However, this season it’s more about subtle pinks keeping it classy.
Ditch the statement lighting and focus on velvet upholstery, glass ornaments and keep it
subtle.
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However you choose to decorate your home this Autumn, remember to choose a trend that
reflects your personal style.

